RAP-350 ROSE PEDAL DASH ADAPTOR
INSTRUCTION SHEET
PART INDEX

RAP-350

1) To properly adhere the rose pedal dash adaptor (RAP-350) you need to pre-bend
the pedals so that they fit the area prior to the application of the adhesive.
2) Once the RAP-350 is configured to the dash correctly, peel one side of the
adhesive off (RAP-350PSA).
3) Carefully place the adhesive on the pre-bent rose pedals (RAP-350).
4) Once the adhesive is attached to the RAP-350B, peel the other side off and attach to surface area.
The RAP-350PSA adhesive takes a full 24 hours to achieve a full bond.
5) Once the RAP-350 is in place, and the adhesive is secure, use one of the RAM suction
cups to mount your device.
RAP-350PSA

NOTE: To remove the adhesive, apply 5 minutes of continuous heat with a heat gun or hair dryer.
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